
Calendar 
 
The conference will be held on 05-06/01/2022. 
Reception of Abstracts : From November the call 
for papers’ publication date till 20/12/2021. 
Participants will be informed of the approval of the 
participation request on 22/12/2021. 
Participation articles are received from the date of 
notification of approval until 27/12/2021. 
  
  
  
Sending communication proposals to the 
following addresses: 
 

info.vol.ling@univ-oeb.dz 

Organized by 
Faculty of Letters and Languages, with the 
contribution of the higher Council of the 
Arabic Language  
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Faculty of Letters and Languages 
 
Tel/Fax:032.56.34.81 
E-Mail:facultelettreslanguesoeb@gmail.com 
Site Web: www.univ-oeb.dz/fll 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Flloeb04 
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- Initiatives in language volunteering 
-Associations for the protection of the Arabic 
language 
-Voluntary services in filling out documents at: 
Postal / Municipalities / Language Guidance 
-Correcting distorted errors that impair 
performance 
-Activating innovative thinking in the fields of 
language volunteering and its paths 
-Youth and their role in language volunteering 
- Linguistic guidance through tracks: language 
planning / educational planning 
-Language volunteer projects 
-Linguistic volunteering in online and digital 
content 
-Collective linguistic volunteering for the Arabic 
language 
-Successful Arab experiences in linguistic 
volunteering 
-The lesson of volunteer projects in foreign 
languages 
-The importance of linguistic immersion in 
language volunteering operations in: tourist 
outings/workshops/language closure 
- Models of voluntary civil societies to serve 
Arabic in Arab countries 
-Successful models of Arabic service in foreign 
countries: Malaysia / Indonesia / China / Canada / 
France / India... 
-Volunteer programs for teaching Arabic through 
social networks 
- Analytical studies provided by it to some 
voluntary language programs, such as the 
Correction Network for Arabic/Arabic Language 
Sciences for all 
-Individual voluntary efforts, and paths to success 
-Linguistic volunteering and facing the challenges 
of linguistic globalization 
-Language volunteering and tweet correction 
services in Face book and social media 
 

historical and constitutional references, and we do 
not want them to be a substitute for institutions. 
Rather, it is a partner in proposing ideas of public 
benefit, from which everyone can benefit, 
provided the fact that we consolidate the voluntary 
linguistic bestowal that should never be 
interrupted.  
 
The course of the Supreme Council at this point 
does not categorize or criticize the conditions of 
the collective society or the Arab protection 
societies; As much as he seeks to gather visions in a 
collective ideal model in the voluntary joint to 
continue those efforts that were presented; In 
order to continue the path that will lead us to link 
Arabic with identity, and to the relations of 
linguistic hierarchy with social cohesion. 
 

Serving Arabic is a collective responsibilty, and 

serving it voluntarily is at the advantage of the 

homeland in termes of linguistic sovereignty, and 

its glory. The latter is achieved only by the pious 

who settled in the land. Those pious, with whom 

positive change takes place,   never perish. This is 

why we have to have a glimpse of hope in investing 

in the volunteer service in the universal language 

and the language of Islam while it is witnessing 

atrophy in some situations. As result, that makes it, 

in some contexts, witness latency. 

The Supreme Council of the Arabic Language aims 
to achieve voluntary linguistic awareness at various 
different levels, in the name of Her Majesty the 
Queen’s host work (the Arabic language) and to be 
a collective concern that all members of society 
voluntarily call to serve. Starting with the 
preservation of identity, and from here it is 
necessary to talk more about volunteering in the 
field of serving Arabic, and this is what 
contemporary contexts require; To activate all 
latent and creative linguistic energies facing the 
existing challenges; especially in the field of 
integrating Arabic into the sea of artificial 
intelligence, which is UNESCO’s slogan for the year 
2020. 
For the first time, the Supreme Council included 
the subject of (language volunteering) and sent it 
down to whom it may concern, because it realizes 
that when Arabic is given to researchers, youth, 
lovers and actors, they will protect it, include it, 
and serve it. To serve it, as we hear “I serve Arabic 
with my soul” “I will come crawling for the sake of 
serving Arabic” “Serving Arabic is a national duty, 
so there is no thanks or reward for serving duty…”. 
The Supreme Council calls on all actors to 
participate in this forum, which deals with 
volunteer work, both governmental and civil, and 
we aim through it to produce ideas and listen to 
scientific initiatives and projects that take into 
account the reference frameworks governing the 
Arabic language within our civilizational, 

Description of the conference: 

Honorary President: 
-Pr. Zohir Dibi , Rector of Oum el Bouaghi 
University. 
-Pr. Salah Belaid , President of the higher Council 
of Arabic Language . 

General Coordinator of the Forum: 
-Pr. Chaker Lokmane , the Dean of the Faculty of 
Letters and Foreign Languages. 
-Pr. Amal Hamzaoui, executive in the higher 
council of the Arabic language. 
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